
Silent-Aire Promotes Hyperscale Industry
Veteran Liam Thedford to Executive Vice
President

Trusted by the worlds largest hyperscale providers.

EDMONTON, AB, CANADA, December
18, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Silent-
Aire, a global leader in mission critical
data center innovation, today
announced the promotion of Liam
Thedford from Vice President Sales to
Executive Vice President. Liam joined
Silent-Aire in March 2012 and serves as
the leader of Silent-Aire’s hyperscale
cooling and modular data center
businesses.

“During his time with Silent-Aire, Liam’s
contributions have been invaluable to not only driving the growth of the business, but also
creating a great company culture for our employees,” said Lindsey Leckelt, Co-CEO of Silent-Aire.
“His expertise, insight and leadership have had a profound and positive impact on Silent-Aire

Liam's expertise, insight and
leadership have had a
profound and positive effect
on Silent-Aire and most
importantly our clients”
Lindsey Leckelt Co-CEO Silent-

Aire

and most importantly our clients. Liam is a trusted advisor
in the hyperscale industry and a valuable member of our
executive team, and I look forward to the ongoing impact
he will make as we advance the company in 2019 and
beyond.”

“Since joining Silent-Aire, I have been fortunate to work
with outstanding teams throughout the hyperscale
industry,” said Thedford. “High-performing people are core
to our DNA and are critical to ensuring we build a thriving
corporate culture that is focussed on our vision of

delivering innovative solutions.  Silent-Aire has grown at the speed of the hyperscale industry
and we will continue to expand our solutions globally.”

As Executive Vice President, Thedford oversees Silent-Aire’s hyperscale partners on a global scale
and across the company’s seven manufacturing locations in USA, Canada and Ireland. In his role,
Liam fosters a culture of collaboration and accountability and is a member of Silent-Aire’s
executive team.

About Silent-Aire

Founded in 1994, Silent-Aire is a technology driven company that designs, engineers,
manufactures and services hyperscale and edge data center solutions. Our portfolio of solutions
includes modular data centers; power room modules, turnkey modular deployments, custom
HVAC (CRACs, CRAHUs, AHUs) and mission critical services. Silent-Aire employs over 1000 people,
with a total of 7 manufacturing facilities and a combined 650,000 sq/ft of capacity in Edmonton,
Alberta, Gilbert, Arizona, and Dublin, Ireland.  There are sales/service centers in Seattle,
Washington, Boardman, Oregon, Ashburn, Virginia and Dublin.  Our industry proven team
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designs advanced systems and
engineered solutions for the most
complex mission critical infrastructure
challenges and has earned us the trust
of the leading hyperscale and edge
data center owners and operators.

Our . To learn more, please visit
www.silent-aire.com.
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